User Manual of Power Inverter (small)

Thank you for purchasing the Power Inverter! No matter connected to Autos, cigarette lighter socket or other 12V or 24V batteries, can it supply sound AC power for household appliances, official equipment and other electrical devices such as TV sets, Electric Fan, Refrigerator, lighting lamps, DVD, Amplifier, Audio, video cam, electrical tools, fax simile, Photocopy machine, laptop. It is a necessity at field operation, driving travelling, mobile office and power-off emergency, which become the best solution to the urgent demand of power supply on the occasions of driving and powershortage.

Please read the guide book carefully before use.

1. Product Characteristics

Adopted with advanced PWM chip technology, it is turned to be small, light, quiet and of high conversion efficiency. It has multi-circuits protection, securely protecting your appliances and car circuit. Its output port id conformed to all countries’ standards. And, we add 5V USB output charge socket on 60W-400W inverters, can charge appliances with USB port, such as MP3, digital camera, and mobile phone.

2. Operation Environment:

① Dry. Do not expose to water or spray.